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Dusty, star-forming galaxy overdensities are massive cluster ancestors.
The Distant Red Core (DRC)

Simulated Massive Galaxy Cluster Progenitors1

Background
•Discovered via “red” Herschel SPIRE flux densities
(S500 > S350> S250) in the H-ATLAS survey2,3
•Follow up 870 μm LABOCA imaging confirmed an
overdensity of eight DSFGs4
•ALMA 2-3 mm scans resolved 11 DSFGs at z=4.002 in
the two brightest 870 μm sources5 (inset left)
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•Live during the epoch of peak merger activity (z =1–4)
•Undergo violent stellar mass build up (i.e. mergers)
•Sustain extreme rates of star formation (>100 M⊙ yr -1)
over short time scales (< 100 Myr)

High-z dusty, star-forming
galaxy (DSFG) overdensities
satisfy these requirements.

This Work
260 kpc

HST WFC3/F125W image of the DRC core with 1” ALMA
centroids circled in teal. Most DSFGs have multiple optical
counterparts. Inset is a mosaic of the ALMA continuum maps.

We’re probing stellar mass and halo growth of the cluster
core using new high-res HST 1.25 μm (left, PI: A. Brown)
and low-res Spitzer IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 μm imaging.

The DRC is already extremely massive.
1) Sum fluxes for all HST objects within a merging
radius of 1.1” (8 kpc) of the ALMA centroid
2) Model SEDs with CIGALE6 + multiwavelength
fluxes for each of the 11 individual DSFGs
Total Stellar Mass: 2.24 x 1012 M⊙
Total Star Formation Rate: 7300 M⊙ yr -1

Abundance matching7 yields a total
halo mass >1.45 x 1015 M⊙; it will be
more massive than any known cluster.

ALMA continuum maps with HST F125W contours overlaid. HST objects within 1.1” (8 kpc) of the ALMA centroid are considered counterparts.

Dark matter halo mass vs. redshift for z =1 clusters9 (teal dots), z >1.5
clusters10 (orange squares) and protoclusters10 (pink crosses), including
recently discovered high-z protoclusters with one or more DSFGs8 (purple
stars). The grey line shows the halo mass evolution of a Coma-like cluster.11

Field vs. cluster galaxy evolution likely diverges at early times.
The DRC’s Extreme Characteristics
•Short gas depletion times for DRC 1—4 (90-230 Myr)5
•Low probability of observing 11+ DSFGs during this epoch (<0.1%)8
•High star formation rate density (2.26 M⊙ yr -1 Mpc-3) at early times

Could early filament/halo collapse
simultaneously trigger protocluster
galaxies across huge scales (103-105 Mpcs)?

Next Steps
1) Resolve HST dust emitters and refine
SED models
2) Look for normal star-forming core
and cluster members (LBGs)
3) Revisit with high-res ALMA maps to
assess structure and molecular gas
masses for remaining components

SFR density versus redshift for field galaxies12 (pink dots), intermediate z clusters13,14
(teal triangles), local clusters15 (orange squares), and protoclusters with one or more
DSFG8,16 (purple stars and triangles). The grey line is the evolutionary track predicted
by simulations for a protocluster with a sustained SFR of 103 M⊙ yr -1 from z=4 to 0.17
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